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Abstract
We give an explanation on the effect of superluminal neutrinos in the OPERA experiment and show 
that the SN 1987A data and the recent OPERA data do agree well by the use of common known 
physics. The data in addition can give a good number for the matter-antimatter asymmetry at big 
bang time.
Introduction
The OPERA collaboration reported that they 
have measured a superluminal speed for 
neutrinos [1]. They claim a travel time for the 
ultrarelativistic neutrinos which is about 58 ns 
less than expected when compared to the speed 
of light. The superluminal speed was measured 
as 
v− c
c
∼ 2.37 (±0.32)×10− 5 with c the speed 
of light in vacuum. But if neutrino velocity were 
all at a Opera speed faster than c, then Supernova 
1987A had to be observed 4.2 years before 
February 23th 1987 [2]. Since the upcoming of 
the OPERA article [1] (22 Sep 2011) there have 
been submitted a lot of articles regarding an 
explanation for this strange behaviour of 
neutrinos. A lot of possible effects have been 
calculated, many originating from elementary 
particle physics and some from general relativity. 
Some articles assume „new“ physics, others 
assume errors due to for example not regarding 
the small differences between special and general 
relativity [3]. We will show but now a simple 
evaluation of the effect by known physics.
The OPERA experiment in comparison with 
the SN 1987A
A well known fact is the ability of neutrinos to 
go nearly unhindered through solid bodies. In the 
case of the OPERA experiment this are about 
730,5 kilometres through the earth's crust and 
mantle. On the other side the SN 1987A neutrino 
had to run about 167.600 light years (51.4 ±1.2 
kpc [4]), through interstellar vacuum.
Let us make first some simple calculations. 
Travelling through 730 km solid rocks, with a 
density of about
 ρcrust=2.7 gr /cm
3   ∧   ρmantle=3.3 gr /cm
3 (1) 
means traveling through material which is 
composed of minerals like silicaoxide. Silicaoxid
SiO2 has usually 30 neutrons and 30 protons 
and 30 electrons, which may react with a 
neutrino. On the other side we have possible 
reactions with about 0,01 proton or neutron per
cm3 in average interstellar gas. Such neutrino 
reactions are very rare. Let us assume, that the 
measured difference in speed may origin from 
such in detail unknown reactions.
Here we use the indices GS  for “Grand Sasso” 
and SN for SN 1987A data. We use the best 
known distances RGS=730500 m  and
RSN=1.58605⋅10
21m , and from average crust 
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and mantle density2 we may get
 nGS=3.643396⋅10
30 fermions /m3 and from 
interstellar matter nSN=9195,41 fermions /m
3 . 
The measured timeshifts were about three hours 
for SN 1987A data ΔT SN=10800 sec and
ΔT GS=57,75nsec for the OPERA 
experiment.
With the known facts it is now easy to show that 
seemingly 
RGS nGS Δ tGS
RSN nSN Δ t SN
≡1 (2)
may hold in general. Obviously we have to deal 
with a constant of neutrino interaction with 
matter:
RGS nGS Δ tGS=RSN nSN Δ t SN=:ηO=const.   (3)
The OPERA-SN1987A - constant
ηO≃1.575⋅10
29 fermions⋅sec /m2 (4)
results from the, in detail unknown, neutrino-
fermion interactions. Its effective cross section 
should be given approximately by the Bohr-
radius of an hydrogen atom:
ηO=
1
ηMAπa0
2 (5)
Short calculation gives 
ηMA=0.72215⋅10
−9 fermions−1 sec−1  (6)
for the neutrino interaction ratio ηMA per unit of 
available fermions and unit flight time.
2 The densities and all other values are not exactly 
known. For that reason we do here a only small fine 
tuning to 0,00919541 fermions /cm3 for the 
average density on the line of flight from SN 1987A to 
earth and to 3.1 gr /cm3 for the crust/mantle 
density of the OPERA-experiment  line of flight. 
Especially the SN 1987A (average) densities are not 
easy to calculate, as the line of flight include dense HII-
regions (tarantula nebula) as well as interstellar media 
and even nearly void intergalactical media.
Interpretation of the results
The seemingly good agreement (3) between the 
both independent measurements of neutrino 
superluminal speed with constant interaction 
ratios give a serious hint on a fundamental effect 
underlying the recent OPERA measurement. 
Neutrinos first where found by theoretical 
reasoning about a lack in angular momentum at 
neutron decay. From that, the nature of neutrinos 
is pure angular momentum. It is known that 
seemingly all neutrinos are left handed. Now 
there is some believe in the possibility that the 
universe at a whole is rotating [5] if not has a 
fermion like spin and nature [6]. So we could 
make a conjecture here: Are all the neutrinos left 
handed because the universe itself is then right 
handed?
By this we come to another reasonable suspicion: 
As in the beginning the universe had a small 
right handed rotation the neutrinos had to be left 
handed quantums of the universe's angular 
momentum to sum up to zero over all. The now 
measured neutrino interaction ratio
ηMA≃1 :10
9    [ 1
fermions⋅sec
]  (7)
per unit flight time picks up about one of a billion 
fermions to react with. This is exactly the order of 
magnitude for the required matter-antimatter 
asymmetry at big bang time to get just the normal 
matter in space. If by this mechanism preferably 
usual matter was prevented from annihilating with the 
neutrino reaction ratio of 1:109 , the rotation of 
the universe would be the ultimate reason for the 
observed small matter-antimatter asymmetry.
Were does the time gain come from?
Now we should make some assumptions on the 
nature of the time gain Δ t made by these 
neutrino interactions, as usually one would of 
course anticipate a time loss by this. 
The small time gain Δ t of course is identical 
to a small shortening R s≪R of the line of 
flight:
R s=cΔ t=
c
ηMA R nπa0
2  (8)
We know from one strange effect of quantum 
dynamics, which has also a experimental proved 
superluminal, seemingly infinite, speed: the EPR 
effect [7]. It shows that the exchange of 
entangled spin takes virtually no time over space. 
If now a neutrino interacts with for example a 
hydrogen atom, it interchanges angular 
momentum. As the reacting fermion can only 
choose between spin up or down, at a 
consequence the change in spin has to be 
compared by a change vice versa at another place 
in the entangled quantum system. By this 
mechanism the gain in space would be in average 
of the order of the Bohr-radius a0 . So we 
come to a gain in space of
R sSN=3.23776⋅10
12m     
R sGS=17.31m            (9)
resulting from 
ncSN=
RsSN
a0
=6.12⋅1022 reactions        
ncGS=
RsGS
a0
=3.27⋅1011 reactions (10).
Possible proofs
The nature of the time gain can be proofed of 
course by the replication of the same effect (3) 
by future experiments with different flight lines 
through different media. Another proof can be 
done by calculating the effect with the best 
available data from OPERA and SN 1987A and 
with (2) to persist within error bars. Also a future 
proof of the rotation of the universe [5]  would 
give great evidence to this matter.
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